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Quarterly
General Meeting
Wednesday, December 13, 2017
It is the start of winter and we will have out next
general meeting on December 13th at the Independence
Civic Center. The topic will be holiday and winter safety.
This will be presented by Chief Rega.
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The next general meeting will be:
March 14, 2018
Please mark your calendars
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Congratulations to the following for completing
the FEMA CERT course and becoming our
newest members:
Ed Bicker, Veronica Brzoska, Lori Jarosz,
Keleigh Peterson, Lori Peterson, Jennifer
Rypiak, Samantha Shaw, Donna Uhler

Note to volunteers
We are asking all Quad City volunteers to see if your
employer will donate to Quad City CERT based on the
volunteer hours you perform annually. This would
greatly benefit Quad
City. Quad City CERT is a 501c3
1
organization.

10 Winter Storm Health Tips Worth
Noting
We all brace for pending winter storms, and with the weather becoming even more extreme and
unpredictable, being prepared can protect your home—and even more important, the health of you and your
loved ones during a storm emergency.

Here are our ten tips for winter storm survival…

1. Store Supplies

Being prepared for a winter storm is all about being proactive, and that means collecting the necessary
supplies—such as dry food stores that don’t require refrigeration—in case you’re trapped inside for a few
days. Be sure to keep a non-electric can opener handy as well, you‘ll need it in an emergency.

2. Hydration in Emergency
Bottled water should be at the top of your list of necessary storm-preparedness supplies.
This is especially vital during winter if pipes freeze or burst and you can’t access water for
a few days
3. Anticipating Power Failure
You’ll be thankful for flashlights and batteries if the power fails. In fact, the majority of slips
and falls occur in personal homes when a power failure occurs. Be sure to stock up on
batteries for powered items—clocks, radios, heaters, etc., — in case the power fails
4. Safe De-Icing
A slip and fall down your own outdoor stairs or in your driveway is just as risky as a fall
indoors during a storm. To protect you and your family from needless trips or falls on ice,
stock up on melting products for slippery sidewalks, stairs, and driveways. Also be sure to
clear eaves troves of icicles to avoid an unsuspecting injury from above
5. Collecting Supplies for Warmth
Keep extra coats, mittens, hats, scarves, extra layers, blankets, and sleeping bags in
emergency storage as well. This will keep you safe and warm if the power goes out—
remember a lot of homes are heated with electricity or natural gas. It’s also advisable to
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block off unneeded rooms by closing doors and stuffing cracks with rags or towels to keep
heat in.
6. Safeguard your Cold Foods
Refrigerated foods can keep for approximately 6 to 12 hours, but only if you refrain from
opening and closing your refrigerator. The same goes for keep frozen foods safe for 24 to
48 hours if you keep your freezer closed tight
7. Storing Foods at Room Temperature
Luckily, many foods—including hard cheese, fresh fruit and veggies, butter or margarine,
juices, and most condiments are safely edible if left at room temperature for a few days.
Just use the smell before you eat rule to avoid food poisoning or contamination. If in
doubt, always discard the food for safety
8. Safe Prescription Drug Storage
If you require prescription drugs, make sure to refill prescriptions before a pending storm.
If drugs require refrigerated and the power goes out, be sure to leave your fridge door
tightly sealed or pack a cooler with ice packs and transfer the medicine while keeping it
dry
9. Clearing Snow
Make sure to following safe snow shoveling practices following a storm. For instance, take
it slow and pace yourself, be sure you are well hydrated when shoveling, and those with
history of heart disease or stroke should not shovel, but ask a healthy family member for
help
10. Protect Skin From Frostbite
Of course, it’s wise to remain inside in brutal cold weather as much as possible. However,
if you need to go outside, dress in warm, light layers, and protect exposed skin with
waterproof boots, a hat, mouth covering, scarf, and mittens. If your feet or extremities
become wet, go to a warm area immediately and remove wet clothing

Christmas Safety Tips: Staying Safe For the
Holidays
Christmas Safety Tips for Online Shopping
Ready to get a great online deal or get your credit card compromised? Approximately 7% of all
United States adults have their personal identities stolen or otherwise misused and the average
financial loss per person is around $3,500. Don’t let this happen to you while doing your online
Christmas shopping on Cyber Monday by investing in identity protection software. Trust us, it’s
well worth it! You have insurance for your car, health, home so why not have it to protect yourself
from being a victim of identity theft too? The cyber risks are growing daily and you’ve worked too
hard to have your money and identity stolen.
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Christmas Safety Tips for Shopping in Stores
While you’re out standing in line for the stores to open at dawn or home late trying to scoop up
every last deal on Black Friday remember to keep in mind these basic Christmas safety tips.










Lock everything: This seems obvious, but more often than you would expect a burglar
gets into a house just because something was left open or unlocked, especially with house
guests visiting who may not have keys.
Secure valuables: Never leave anything of value out in plain sight. If you have not
already done so, now may be a good time to consider placing any jewelry, extra cash or
other valuables in a safe deposit box or even a secure hidden safe within the house.
Nothing should ever be visible from any window and the master bedroom is the first room
any intruder will check for valuables.
Control your social status: Though you might be tempted to broadcast to the world about
how excited you are for your holiday travels or Black Friday shopping sprees, resist the
urge to broadcast to the whole world that you are not going to be home. Many people
cannot seem to wait to let everyone on Facebook or Twitter know that they are about to
leave and this is a dangerous thing to share.
Leave the light on: Not the most eco-friendly advice, but the more it looks like someone
is home, the less likely that someone will try to intrude on your home. Keep the lights on,
the Christmas lights lit, and the television on. Anything to signify to potential robbers that
someone is home. The home automation and smartphone interactive management tools
available from many security systems today allows for you to turn your off and on the
lights throughout the day and night to keep up appearances that someone is home.
Activate your alarm system: Again, while it may seem obvious, your mind is distracted
and you could be in a rush to get out the door. Don’t forget to arm your security system –
this simple step will go a long way to protect your home.

Important Contact Numbers
All Four Cities of CERT

CONTACT NUMBERS

FIRE
Non-Emergency

POLICE
Non-Emergency

Brooklyn Hts.

351-3542

741-1327

Independence

524-4001

524-1234

Seven Hills

524-3321

524-3911

Valley View

524-6469

524-9687
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BE PREPARED
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